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Q: Is a lie flag from Stack Exchange still worth anything? A user cheated by attempting to answer
during the bounty period by reporting he had been replying to the question as a means of gaining

more reputation. Now another user has answered the questions, and although it is the same content,
the user has cheated again by reporting the 'answers' as being his own. Can I still flag this duplicate

question as a lie? Should the answer to the original question be deleted? A: Since the user has a
substantial amount of reputation, any action against him will not result in action being taken by the

Stack Exchange team. The original author of the question would be able to self-delete the post.
Given that he has already answered to the best of his ability, I do not recommend deleting the post.

The best use for the post is to promote the question. I could not find a "servehost" setting in the
FieldTest app or on the appliance itself - The view that I'm using is the UI views for the FieldTest app
shown here: I already set the site to https, and specified the servers root cert, and we can access the

application over https: However, we do not see the UI portion of the test running - there is nothing
showing, and the status is showing at: Console output for the second instance (M1.1) is:

java.lang.IllegalArgumentException: Unknown field'mavlink.version' in sequence ContentInfo
java.lang.IllegalArgumentException: Unknown field'mavlink.version' in sequence ContentInfo Any

ideas? 3 Answers 3 It looks like there is a bug with the UI stuff and the Mavlink. Mavlink is the
protocol used to talk between the field device and the remote control. So even when your engine has
the "mavlink.version" property set to "100" (and it's coming from field-test) it's not using the field to
talk to the remote control. If you want to have a "static" protocol configuration, you should probably

set the mavlink.version field in the
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